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1. Introduction. The purpose of this investigation is to find criteria or

techniques which can be used to determine whether or not a given Banach

space B under its weak topology has any of the usual topological properties.

By usual properties I mean those which appear in either J. L. Kelley's, or

Bourbaki's, treatment of topology(l).

The past results of this kind have dealt, to a large extent, with compact-

ness. For example, Eberlein and Smulyan have proved the equivalence of

various types of weak compactness, and there is Banach's theorem which

characterizes reflexivity in terms of the weak compactness of the unit sphere.

The theorems in this paper were suggested by these, and I give answers, or

partial answers, to the following two questions.

The first question is : What are the special properties of a Banach space B

which is generated by a weakly compact, or weakly cr-compact, subset? (A

set is cr-compact if it is the union of countably many compact sets.) Only a

partial answer is given to this question. Also, a conjecture is formulated at

the end of this introduction. However, it is not difficult to see that B is

spanned by a weakly compact subset if and only if it is spanned by a weakly

cr-compact subset. Hence only the latter case need be discussed.

The immediate consequences of past results are these. First, it follows

from Banach's theorem on reflexivity and a category argument that B is

weakly <r-compact if and only if B is reflexive. Second, B has a weakly dense

countable subset if and only if B is separable under its norm.

In §2 two special classes of Banach spaces which are spanned by weakly

cr-compact subsets are studied. These are the spaces of continuous complex

valued functions CU(X) which vanish at infinity on a locally compact metric

space X, and the spaces L\ of complex valued functions which are integrable

with respect to some finite measure on some set. In the case of Co(X) it is

proved that Co(X) is weakly Lindelöf. Although the same seems to be true

for L\, only this is proved: If Li is the space of Haar integrable functions on

a compact group G, then L\ is Lindelöf under the weak* topology, where L\

is considered as a subset of the linear functionals on C(G)(2).

The second question is: When is B under its weak topology topologically
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complete? (That is, when is B under its weak topology homeomorphic with

a closed subset of a product of metric spaces? Or equivalently, when is there

a complete uniformity for B consistent with the weak topology?) It is known

from a theorem of A. Weil that, for closed subsets of such spaces, countable

compactness is equivalent to compactness, and Grothendieck has pointed out

the important role that this plays in his extension of the Eberlein theorem

which was referred to above. It is proved in §3 that B is weakly topologically

complete if and only if every function on B * which agrees with an element of

B on each countable subset of B* is, in fact, an element of B. This result is

used in §4 to prove that the space of bounded sequences modulo the null

sequences is not weakly topologically complete.

These theorems seem to support the conjecture that: B is spanned by a

weakly compact subset if and only if B is weakly Lindelof. Furthermore, it

will be seen from the results in §3 that the apparent concentration of interest

on compactness is actually due in part to the fact that so many properties,

such as normality and paracompactness, seem to occur only in the presence

of compactness.

As a final application of these theorems, it is shown in §4 that certain

projections do not exist. The results of this paper are applicable because the

existence of a projection implies a weak homeomorphism which is shown to

be impossible.

2. The spaces L\ and Co(X). Before stating the main lemma on which all

the theorems of this section depend, it is necessary to introduce some notation

and terminology.

Let C0(X) denote the continuous, complex valued functions which vanish

at infinity on the locally compact space X. If X is also a metric space, then

it is known that X = U{Xy: 7£r}, where Xy is open and separable and

Xyr\XB = 0 for 7^/8 [il, 6T]. Of course this decomposition of X is usually

not unique. However, for a particular decomposition, for TiCr, and for

f(ECo(X), let//Ti be the function which is equal to/on U{XT:7Gri} and
which is zero otherwise. (If Ti has only one member 7, then//{7} will be

written f/y.) Also X/Ti- {f/TufGA}, for ACC9(X). A subset A CC*(X)
will be said to be almost invariant under projection if, for some decomposition

{X7: 7£r}, there is a collection {r„: o-£S} of countable subsets of T such

that: (P) Each countable subset of T is contained in one of the T„ and

r„Cr,tC ■ • • implies that A/[){Tri: i=l, 2, • • • } CA. (C0(X) has this
property. Also, see Lemma 3.) One can check that, if one decomposition

works for A, so will any other.

It is a familiar fact that Co(X) is a Banach space under the norm ||/||

= sup{ |/(x)| : xÇ.X}. A subset A of Co(X) will be called w-compact,

w-Lindelöf, or w-normal if A is compact, or Lindelöf, or normal, as a subset

of Cts(X) under its weak topology. Using this terminology, the principal

lemma reads:
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Lemma 1. Assume X is a locally compact metric space. Then any A CCo(X)

which is almost invariant under projection is w-Lindelöf.

Proof. To begin with, remember that the set M(X) of continuous linear

f unctionals it on C¡¡(X) can be represented as the finite, regular Borel (complex)

measures on X such that p(f) =ffdp for all fEC0(X) [9, §56]. Let {Xy: yET}
be a decomposition of X, fixed once and for all, such that {r„:cr£S} has

property (P). Then denote by N the set of pEM such that the support of p.

is contained in some Xy and \\u\\ £1. (The former is equivalent here to the

statement that for each pEN there is a 7 such that p(f) = p(f/y) for all

feca(x).)
Using this information, a slight, preliminary reduction will be made.

Notice that, instead of all continuous linear functionals on C0(X), one may

concentrate on N. This is true because, on the unit ball 5= {/GCoPO:!|/|| ^1},

the weak topology is the same as the weakest topology such that each p-EN

is continuous. The latter statement follows from an easy computation based

on the fact that the set of linear combinations of elements of N is norm

dense in M. Also attention may be restricted to Ai^S because A is w-

Lindelöf if A(~\nS is w-Lindelöf for each integer n, and the argument for

A(~\nS is the same as the one for AC\S. From now on, A will be written for

AC\S.
Suppose that "U is the cover of A for which a countable subcover must be

found. Let a fixed countable base (B= {A7,: s= 1, 2, • • • } be chosen for the

complex numbers. Then there is no loss of generality in supposing that for

each element i/Gli there are chosen p,EN and A^G®, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, such

that

U = W s„) = {/G A:M E N.t: i - 1, • • • , »},

since the collection of all such sets forms a base for the weak topology on S

as we have just seen.

Having made these simplifications, the proof will be interrupted in order

to establish a special case of Lemma 1.

Special case. Let T0 be a countable subset of V. Assume that N=N,C¿(& is

fixed with OEN. Suppose that 13C'a. has this property: If [pi: s„]£"U, and pi

has its support in Xy with 7 G To, then NHZ)N. One can conclude from this that

a countable subset of V covers \JV.

Proof of special case. Supposing that the statement above is false, an

inductive proof will be used to get a contradiction. Pick aFo= jjtii: sn]G*0.

Let Ti be the set of 7GT0 together with the 7GT\ro such that the support of

one of the p., in the expression for V is contained in Xy. T^To is countable.

Notice that some countable subset V2 of V covers \Jv/Ti. The latter is true

because Ca(X)/Ti is a separable Banach space, and each subspace is there-

fore Lindelöf. (Notice that, for each V£.V, one has/G V if /G V/Ti.)
Let "üi= { Va}, and let TJ2 be as above. Define T2 as the set of 7GI\,
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together with the set of 7£r\Ti such that the support of some fi in the ex-

pression for some F£132 is contained in Xy. T2 is countable because Vi is

countable.

Using a similar argument at the wth stage of the induction, one may choose

Ti, r2, • • • and 1)i, 1)2, • • • such that *ü¿Cü is a countable cover of U*ü/T<-i

and T, is the set of 7£r,_i, together with the 7£r\T,_i such that some fi in

the expression for some F£T)¿ has its support in Xy. Each T,- is countable

since each V, is.

Since the statement has been assumed to be false, there is an/£l)'U such

that/ is not a member of any V which is in a "Ü,. However, for each i, //r,_i

is a member of F,£l)i for proper choice of V,. Hence for some 7»£I\ and

some n in the expression for F,-, /i(/)£'Ar, since /£'V<. Since ||/||=il and

||/i|| gl, this implies that there is an e>0 independent of i and Xi£X7i for

each i such that |/(*,-) | > e. Hence / does not vanish at infinity.

Now, back to the proof of Lemma 1. Let To be a countable subset of T

such that r0 = r„ for some <r£2. (See the definition of almost invariant under

projection.) Choose a fixed countable base (Bo for C(X)/TB. (This is a counta-

ble base for the norm topology. The weak topology will usually not have one.)

For each ££(B0, let VB be the set of all t/£<u, such that U/T0Z)B. Let *0B,,

be the set of V £ X)b such that V/y D Nr. for each 7 £ T\r0, where

{NTi: ¿=1,2, • • • } £(B is a fixed base at 0 for the complex numbers. By the

special case there is a countable Wb.íCUb.í such that Wí,¡ covers U1)b,<.

Let Ti contain the set of 7£r0, together with the 7£r\r0 such that Xy
contains the support of some ¡x in the expression for some

F£U{'Wb,<:*=1, 2, • • • ;5£(Bo}. Also suppose that Yi = T, for some <r£2.

Ti is countable since each V?b,í is, and the induction may be continued as

above to find (Bo, (Bi, ■ • • and To, Ti, • • • with the following properties.

(1) For each n, rB_i£r„, and T„ is a countable subset of T such that r„ = r,

for some tr£S. (2) (B„ is a countable base for C0(X)/Tn. (3) T„ contains all 7

such that Xy contains the support of some ß in the expression for some

F£U{'Wb,<:í'=1, 2, • ■ • ; S£(B„_i}, where (4) *WB,< is defined as above.

That is, %Vb,< covers \JVb,í and is countable. (Notice that Vb.í also depends

on n, since B does.)

Finally, one may see that V? (the set of V such that F is a member of

some "Wb,,-, * = 1, 2, • • ■ and 5£(B„) is a countable subcover for 11. W is

countable since each "Wb,,- is countable; and "W CH. Hence it is only necessary

to check that *W is a cover for A. This is where one utilizes the properties of

the T„ which follow from the assumption that A is almost invariant under

projection.

To show *W covers ,4, let/£4. Then g=//U{r„: « = 1, 2, • • • } £4, and
it suffices to show that g is in some C/£tW because, by the construction of *W,

/£[/£W if g is. Now g£t/o for some ¡7o£ll. (Here we use the assumption

that 11 is a cover.) Suppose Uo= [jui: sH], then if the support of m< in the ex-
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pression for i/o is in Xy for 7G'U{r„: n = 1, 2, • • • } it follows that the cor-

responding NH must be a neighborhood of 0 for the complex numbers.

Hence one of the Nrj (the fixed collection of neighborhoods of 0) is contained

in all the A^8i where p, is as above. Also one may pick an integer p such that, if

the support of a Pi in the expression for ¿7o is contained in Xy for

7GU{r„:n = l, 2, • • • }, then 7Gr„. Let 5G®psuch that gEB and BCU0.
Then UoEVbj. However, %S?B,3 covers \)VB,i and so fEUE^Bj. This com-

pletes the proof.

Since Co(X) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1, Theorem 1 below is an

immediate consequence.

Theorem 1. If X is locally compact and metrizable, then Cn(X) is w-

Lindelbf.

Perhaps this theorem is best translated into the language of the norm

topology in the following way. (Recall that a collection of subsets of some set

has c.i.p. if each countable subcollection of K has a nonempty intersection.)

Corollary 1. If K is a collection of closed, convex subsets of Co(X) and if

3C has c.i.p., then Pl3C^0.

Proof. Each KE& is wz-closed by Mazur's theorem [6, p. 22]. Hence, if

C0(X) is not covered by the complements of countably many K, it is not

covered by all their complements.

For locally compact X, it is not true that Co(X) is Lindelöf only if X is

metrizable. However, there is a partial converse to Theorem 1 which deals

with the case that X is a locally compact group. First, a lemma is needed

which tells us that, for compact X, Co(X) has a large subset which is w-

discrete. (That is, it is w-closed in Co(X) and «/-discrete in its relativized

w- topology.)

Lemma 2. Let X be a compact group. Then the set of characters of X is w-

discrete in Co(X) = C(X). Also the set of real parts of the characters isw-discrete.

Proof. This follows from the orthogonality relations satisfied by the char-

acters [15, p. 78].

Theorem 2. If X is a locally compact group, then the following are equiv-

alent.

(1) Co(X) is w-Lindelöf.
(2) Co(X) is w-normal.

(3) X is metrizable.

Proof. (1) implies (2) since every Lindelöf space is normal [il, 5Y].

(3) implies (1) by Theorem 1.

To prove that (2) implies (3), suppose that X is not metrizable. Then it

is easy to see that X contains a compact subgroup G which is not metrizable.
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(For instance, this follows from the assumption that X is locally compact

and the fact that a topological group X is metrizable if and only if X satisfies

the first axiom of «mutability [ll, p. 186].) If G is not metrizable then it has

an uncountable number of characters with distinct real parts. (This can be

concluded from the above facts, the knowledge that the irreducible repre-

sentations separate points in G, and the fact that different classes of irreduci-

ble representations have different characters [15, p.7 8].) Therefore Lemma 2

implies that R(G), the set of real parts of the functions in C(G), has an un-

countable »-discrete subset. It follows that Ro(X) has an uncountable w-

discrete subset. Since Co(X), in its weak topology, is homeomorphic to

Ro(X) XRq(X), where each copy of Ro(X) has the relativized weak topology,

it remains to prove that this can not happen if Co(X) is «/-normal. This fol-

lows from Lemma 7 in the next section, which completes the proof.

From what was said in the introduction one is led to conjecture that L\

is also w-Lindelöf, where L\ denotes the Banach space of complex valued

functions on a set G which are integrable with respect to some finite measure

v. (In fact, it is easy to see that Li is spanned by a <r-compact subset.) Al-

though I have been unable to prove this conjecture, the next theorem shows

that L\ is Lindelöf in a natural topology which is weaker (coarser) than the

weak topology (for a special class of L\). However, first let us recall some

definitions.

If G is compact, then M(G) the finite, regular Borel measures on G is

the adjoint space of C(G), as has already been noted. By the weak* topology

on M(G), one means the weakest topology on M(G) such that each/£C(G)

is continuous, where / is now considered as a linear functional on M(G).

Theorem 3 concerns the measures n which are absolutely continuous with

respect to Haar measure v. That is, v(E) =0 implies u-(E) =0 for EQG. (For

Haar measure, see [9, Chapter XI].)

Theorem 3. Let G be a compact group. Then the collection of measures

which are absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure is weak* Lindelöf.

Proof. It is known that the set of linear combinations of the entries of the

irreducible, unitary representations is uniformly dense in C(G) [15, p. 78].

It then follows from an elementary calculation that, on any sphere 5 of M(G),

the weak* topology is the same as the weakest such that each such entry is

continuous. For convenience, suppose 5 is the unit sphere of M(G).

The set of measures in 5 which are absolutely continuous with respect to

Haar measure corresponds, by a mapping which preserves norm, to the unit

sphere T of ¿i [9, §32]. The topology on T which is induced by the char-

acters is the same as the weak topology on the collection T" of Fourier trans-

forms of elements of T, where T^ is considered as a subset of C¡>(G^~) and

G^ is the set of entries of a fixed total set of unitary representations of G.

(The Fourier transform of /£Li means that function f~~ on G^* such that
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f^iiri)=Jffñdv, mEG^.) From these considerations one sees that it only re-

mains to show that 7"~~ is almost invariant under projection.

Lemma 3. 7"" is almost invariant under projection. (If G is abelian, what is

proved is this: fELi, K~~ a countable subgroup of G" implies that there is a

gELx such thatr(x)=g~ix) ifxEF- and g(x)=0/or XE'F~.)

Proof. Assume that H^~ is a countable subset of G~~. If íw.G-H^. let R, be

the unitary representation for which w< is an entry, and let Ft be the kernel

of Ri. Define F as f\ \ F,: i= 1, 2, • • • }. Since F is a compact subgroup of the

compact group G, one may choose an invariant measure a on F and an invari-

ant measure ß on G/F such that, for all fELi, fTfdß=ffdt> where Tf(x)
= ff(xy)dot(y) [15, p. 45]. Let (G/F)~ be the set of all mEG~ such that F is
contained in the kernel of the representation for which m is an entry. For

fELi, one may consider Tf to be a function in L\ of G.

We wish to show first that either mEiG/F)"" or Tm — 0. However, note

that, by [15, p. 76] G^~ is an orthogonal basis for L2 of G and (G/F)^ is an

orthogonal basis for L2 of G/F, the latter assertion being true because F is a

normal subgroup of G. Therefore, it will be sufficient to prove that T is an

orthogonal projection in Li of G. Since T is clearly a projection, it is sufficient

to prove that T is self adjoint, and this may be verified by using the Fubini

theorem and the fact that a and ß are invariant.

Using the fact that either mEiG/F)^ or Tm = 0, it is easy to verify

that, for fEL,. of G, Tf(m)=0 if mE'iG/F)^ while Tf(m)=f(m) when
mE(G/F). Therefore let {r,:crG2} be the set of all countable (G/F)~ for

F a normal closed subgroup of G. By the above computation each countable

subset of C" is contained in some V„ crGS. To complete the proof, therefore,

it is sufficient to show that, if rffl GT», C" " ' , c.GS, then Ui YVi=T, for

some crGS. This may be verified using the compactness of G and the fact

that the range of each representation has no small subgroups. This completes

the proof of Lemma 3 and, consequently, of Theorem 3.

The following corollary gives some idea of what Theorem 3 implies about

L\ in the norm topology. Also, compare it with Corollary 1 above.

Corollary 2. If a collection S of closed spheres in Li has c.i.p., then ("18^0.

Proof. Li is isometric to the collection referred to in the statement of

Theorem 3, as noted in the proof of that theorem. Hence, each closed sphere

in L\ is weak* closed, and the proof used for Corollary 1 applies.

Remarks. (1) I do not know if zo-Lindelöf is implied by the property in

Corollary 1, nor the answer to the analogous question suggested by Corol-

lary 2.

(2) It follows from a category argument, together with the Krein-Milman

theorem, that most L\ are not cr-compact in any locally convex topology

which is weaker than the norm topology and for which the unit sphere is

closed [6, p. 81, (5)(e)].
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(3) Although the converse of Theorem 1 is not true, some information in

this direction can be derived from Theorem 2, even for spaces which are not

groups. As an example of how this can be done, see the proof of Example 1, §4.

3. General theorems. The material in this section is motivated by three

known facts. First, a (real) Banach space in its weak topology is homeo-

morphic in a natural way to a dense subset of a product of copies of the real

numbers [6, p. 6]. Second, it is a closed subspace of a R(X) for compact X,

where R(X) is given the topology of pointwise convergence. (Because the

unit sphere of the adjoint of a Banach space is w*-compact [6, p. 19].) Third,

completeness is an important consideration in connection with Eberlein 's

theorem on w-compact subsets [8]. In the next lemma a simple fact is isolated

which allows us to extend two theorems on product spaces so that they apply

to dense subsets, and consequently to the weak topology.

Lemma 4. Let A be a dense subset of a topological space B. If { Uy: 7£r}

is a disjoint collection of open sets in A, then there is a disjoint collection of open

sets { Vy: 7£T} in B such that VyZ) Uy for each 7£T.

Proof. For each 7£T, pick any open VyC.B such that Uy— VyC\A. The

collection of Vy has the required properties since A is dense in B.

Before going on, a warning must be given here. The reader will want to

check that Lemmas 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are valid for any dense subspace of a

product of real lines. This is used in the proof of Theorem 4. The proofs of

these generalizations are exactly the same as the proofs of the corresponding

lemmas.

Now, recall that a topological space B is paracompact if each open cover

11 of B has a locally finite refinement V. (That is, each F£1) is contained in

some Z/£1l, and for x(E.B there is a neighborhood N of x such that only a

finite number of the V meet N.) It is known that a Lindelöf space is neces-

sarily paracompact.

Lemma 5. If a Banach space B is w-paracompact, then B is w-Lindelbf.

Proof. It is known that a paracompact space is Lindelöf if every metric

space which is a continuous image of it is separable. (For instance, this fol-

lows immediately from [4].) This condition will obviously be satisfied if each

disjoint collection of open sets is countable. This is known to be true for a

product of copies of the real line [14], and hence it is also true for B in the

weak topology by Lemma 4.

The next few lemmas give an indication of how near to being w-para-

compact certain B are. (See [11, Chapter 5] for definitions, as well as proofs

that paracompact spaces have the properties referred to in these lemmas.)

Lemma 6. Let E denote a w-dense subset of a Banach space B under the weak

topology. Then the collection of all the closed neighborhoods of the diagonal A in

EXE is a uniformity for E (compatible with the weak topology).
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Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of [5, Theorem 3]. To simplify

notation, the proof below is given for E=B, but the more general statement

follows similarly.

Let F be a closed neighborhood of A. Denote by B** the space of all linear

functionals (continuous or not) on B*, the adjoint of B, where B** is given

the topology of pointwise convergence. If Ui is the interior of F and Uz is the

complement of F, then Lemma 4 implies that there are F¡3 í/¡ (t = l, 2),

with V\C\Vi = 0 and each F< open in B**. It is well known [6, p. 12] that

B*t can be considered as the space of all functions %(E*) on a maximal lin-

early independent subset E* of B*. Hence if sE* is the topological sum of

two copies of £*, then B**XB** is the same as %(sE*). Since V\(~\Vi = 0,

it is a consequence of [2] that there is a countable subset K*QE* with the

property: The restrictions Vi/sK* of the F< (or the natural projections, in

another terminology) are disjoint (open) sets in %(sK*), the space of all func-

tions on K* under the topology of pointwise convergence. However, the col-

lection of all the neighborhoods of the diagonal in §(^*) = SC^*) X %(K*) is

a uniformity for i$(K*) because 5(i£*) is metrizable [ll, p. 125] and Vi/sK*

is in this collection. It follows, as in [5], that F is in the strongest (largest)

uniformity compatible with the topology for B.

Let E" denote the topological product of n copies of E.

Lemma 7. If E is a w-dense subset of B and if E2 is normal, then E has no

uncountable w-discrete subset.

(Note. A paracompact topological space need not have the latter prop-

erty, but a Lindelöf space always does.)

Proof. Suppose E2 is normal, and {xy: 7GT] is a w-discrete subset of E.

Then Lemma 6 implies that the collection of all the neighborhoods of the

diagonal in E2 is a uniformity for E. Under these conditions on E, it is proved

in [3] that E is collectionwise normal (see [l] for this term). In our case this

implies that there is a disjoint collection { Uy:yET} of open subsets of E

such that xyE Uy for 7Gr. Hence T can not be uncountable, as we have seen

in the proof of Lemma 5.

The next sequence of results explain the introduction of the w-discrete

subspaces. (Also, notice that w-discrete subspaces were an important idea

in the proof of Theorem 2.) It will be seen how they enter into arguments

concerning completeness. Here completeness does not refer to the fact that

a Banach space is complete, although this is also important in this connec-

tion, but to the topological completeness of certain subsets of B in the weak

topology. (See the introduction for a definition of topologically complete.)

Since this term is sometimes used for various other properties, I will call such

an E which is w-dense in B real compact. This also might cause some slight

confusion, since the assertion that E is real compact ordinarily means that

E is complete in the uniformity T> generated by continuous real valued func-

tions on E—were it not for the following result.
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Lemma 8. A w-dense subspace E of B is w-topologically complete if and only

if E is w-real compact.

Proof. Lemma 8 is true in general, except for a mild cardinality restriction

[13]. In this case, however, suppose E is topologically complete. It is not

difficult to verify that it is sufficient to prove that each metric space which

is the continuous image of E is separable, since a separable metric space is

real compact [7]. This has already been noted in the proof of Lemma 5. The

converse is obvious from the definitions, hence the proof is complete.

Lemma 9 will characterize the B which are w-real compact in terms of the

following notions. On B*, the adjoint of B, let the Now*-topology be the

strongest (finest) which agrees with the weak* topology on w*-separable sub-

spaces of B*. Then in B** let Xo5 be all the Now*-continuous functions.

Lemma 9. B is w-real compact if and only if B=^oB.

Proof. Suppose B is w-real compact and X£5**. For each countable

subset KCB*, let F(K) be the set of xEB such that f(x) = X(f) for all/£X.
If ï is the collection of all such F(k), it will suffice to show SF is a filter which

is Cauchy in the uniformity V defined by the «/-continuous real functions on

B. In fact ï is obviously a filter, and if iF is Cauchy for V and Xo is its limit,

then one easily verifies that X = x<>ÇzB.

To show that $ is Cauchy for V, let t¡> be a w-continuous real function on

B. For each rational number r, let LT= {ac£5: tb(x) <r}. Similarly, let

UT= \xÇzB:tf>(x)>r). Lemma 4 is used to find V(Lr) and V(Ur), disjoint

w*-open sets in B ** such that V(Lr) DLr and V( Ur) D Ur. By [2 ] it is possible

to find a countable subset KTC.B* such that V(Lr)/Kr is disjoint from

V(Ur)/Kr. Let Ko = U{Kr: r rational}. It is easy to see that there is a real

function g defined on B/Ko such that tf> = gir, where x is the natural projection

from B to B/K0. Hence F(K0) is <ii-small, and ï is 1)-Cauchy.

The converse is a consequence of two facts which are left for the reader

to verify. (1) fc*o5 (in the w*-topology) is the inverse limit of [B/K-.K

countable, KQB*\ under the natural mappings, where each B/K has the

topology of pointwise convergence on K. (2) Each B/K is separable metric in

the above topology. From the definition of the inverse limit and (1), Xo(5)

is a closed subset of the product of the separable metric B/K. Hence, No(.B)

is w*-real compact (see [7]), and so is B if B = K0(5).

Remark. In any case Hoß is the real compactification of B. (See [7] for

this term.) This follows from the above proof as soon as one checks that g is

continuous—which is not immediate, since t need not be a decomposition

mapping.

The last of this sequence of lemmas treats a condition which implies that

B is w-real compact. This condition concerns the unit sphere S* in B*. How-

ever, let X be any topological space. Define seq X to be X under the stronger
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topology derived from the old one by: EGseq X is closed if each point x

which is in the closure of some countable subset of E, is in E. To see how this

property is used, suppose that seq S* = S*, where 5* has the w*-topology.

It is clear that, if FEi^oB, then F/S* is w*-continuous on S*. Hence, F is

w*-continuous [6, p. 43], and is in B [6, p. 18].

Recall that R(X) is the collection of continuous real functions on X.

Lemma 10. Let X be a compact space, and let A be uniformly dense in R(X).

If seq Xt¿X, then there is an uncountable subset of A which is closed in R(X)

and discrete in the topology of pointwise convergence.

Proof. This proof is an extension of the proofs of Eberlein and Grothen-

dieck to situations where one does not have a certain property concerning

countability.

Suppose yoEE~ (the closure of E in X), but y<>E'K-~ for any countable

KC.E. Let Xo be some element in E (the closure of E in seq X). Let /oG-4

be chosen with the property that |/o(*o) —/o(yo) | ê 1. This is possible since A

is uniformly dense in R(X).

By induction one may choose, for each countable ordinal a, faEA and

xaQE with these properties. First, \faixy)—fa(y<¡)\ ^1 for y^a, and second

\fy(xa+i) — fy(ya)| £1/4 for 7£cx. In fact, the only thing to prove is that, for

any countable ordinal a,

(i)   {xEE: \fy(x)-fy(y0)\ £1/4 for 7£«} *0.

To prove this, first notice that seq X is countably compact, and so E is

countably compact. Also, fy is continuous in seq X for each y<a, since it is

continuous in X. Hence (i) must be true because, otherwise, there would be a

countable cover for E   which had no finite subcover.

Now one can prove that the set of fa is the discrete set whose existence is

asserted in the lemma. To do this, suppose that g is in the pointwise closure

of {/a:a<j8}, and suppose that ß is the first ordinal with that property.

(One may assume that ß is a limit ordinal, since the other case is trivial.)

If Zß is a cluster point of the net {xa: ot<ß}, one has a contradiction because

of the next sequence of inequalities. First, \fy(zß)—fy(yo)\ £1/4, since

\fy(xa) — fy(yo)I £1/4 for 7<ot and fy is continuous. Next, \fy(xa)—fy(zß)\

2ï3/4 for 7èa, since

\fyiXa)-MZß)\    è   |/T(*.)   -Afro) I    -   I fyiyo)  -  ifyiZß) |    £ 3/4.

Finally, |g(xa)— g(zß)\ è3/4, since g is in the closure of {fy:y<ß} and since

ß is minimal. However, this is impossible because g was assumed to be con-

tinuous.

These lemmas imply the next theorem. In the statement of this theorem,

Bn means the product of n copies of B. Notice that the weak topology of B"
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is the same as the product topology derived from giving each copy of B the

weak topology.

Theorem 4. If Bn is w-normal for each integer n, then B is w-real compact,

and the collection of all the neighborhoods of the diagonal in B* is an admissible

uniformity for B in its w-topology. If B is w-paracompact, then B is w-Lindelöf.

Proof. B in the w-topology can be considered as a closed subspace of

C(S*), where S* is the unit sphere of B* under the w*-topology and C(S*)

has the topology of pointwise convergence. Let A be the algebra generated

(algebraically) in C(S*) by B arid the constant functions. It will be proved

that A has no uncountable discrete subspace. Assuming this, then seq S*

= S* by Lemma 10. By the remarks preceding Lemma 10, B = i^oB, and B is

w-real compact by Lemma 9. To prove the missing step, notice that Bn has

no uncountable w-discrete subset, because of Lemma 7 and the fact that Bin

is normal. A is the union of continuous images of a countable number of sets

of the form BnXRn+1. It is not hard to check that the sets of the latter form

have no uncountable discrete subsets if Bn does not, and this property is in-

herited by continuous images and closed under countable unions. Hence A

has the property.

The rest of the first sentence of the theorem is a consequence of Lemma 6

and the assumption that B2 is normal. The last part of the theorem is a repeti-

tion of Lemma 5.
Remarks. (1) The reader deserves some explanation for the claims for

Theorem 4 that have been made in the introduction—which are, that it

shows that almost any type of normality for the w-topology of B will, in

most cases, imply that B is w-Lindelöf. There are two gaps. First, the assump-

tion that Bn is w-normal would follow from the hypothesis that B is w-

normal if one knew that, for any Banach space E, E2 is isomorphic to E.

This was long an unsolved problem of Banach [10, p. 5]. Although it is

now solved in the negative, it is still not known if E2 and E are w-homeo-

morphic. Second, it is not true that, if all the neighborhoods of the diagonal

are a complete uniformity for an arbitrary space X, then X is paracompact;

but this was a conjecture of Kelley which was only recently shown to be

false [5].
4. Examples. Let m = m(J) be the Banach space of bounded sequences,

that is, bounded complex functions on the integers J. Let Co=C<¡(J), the set

of 3c£w which vanish at infinity.

Example 1. (i) The space m is w-real compact, but not w-normal (hence

not w-Lindelöf).
(ii) However, m/c¡> is not w-real compact (hence there is no projection of

m onto Co [6, p. 96]).
(iii) If s* is the unit sphere of m* in the w*-topology, then seq 5*5^5*

(however, H<>m = m by (i)).
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Proof, (i) Since P, the product of Ni copies of the unit circle, is separable,

one can suppose that / is the dense subset of P. Hence C(P) is a closed sub-

space of m, and C(P) is not w-normal because P is not metrizable. (See

Theorem 2.) However, m is w-real compact because s* is w*-separable [6,

p. 78], and hence No(w) =m. (See Lemma 9.)

(ii) For each countable ordinal a, let Ta be an infinite subset of J such

that TaETßVJF*ß for a<ß, where Faß is a finite subset of J depending on a

and ß, and Tß\Ta is infinite. (It is known that this is possible [12].) For each

a, let xa be 1 on Ta and 0 otherwise. It will be shown that the net xa w*-

converges to a function FEi^om. To do this, recall that each fEm* can be

considered as a function of bounded variation on the subsets of / such that,

for characteristic functions such as xa,f(xa) =f(Ta) [6, p. 30]. Hence one can

check that each/G (w/co) * can be thought of as an fEm* such that/(r) =0

for all finite subsets of J. Since fEm* is finitely additive, f(xa) =f(Ta) täf(Tß)

=f(xß) for a<ß and/G (w/co) *. It follows from the properties of the counta-

ble ordinals that/ is eventually constant, say F(f). The function F so defined

is a member of K0w by the same argument, since for any countable set

/ii fï, • • • in m*, F(fi) =fi(xa) for all * if a is chosen large enough. However,

FE'm as will be shown.

For each ordinal a, let Ua be a nontrivial ultrafilter in J which is even-

tually contained in ra+i\ra. Let /aG(w/c0)* be defined by/a(r) = l if Ua is

eventually in T, and/0(r) =0 otherwise. Let g be any w*-cluster point of the

net fa. Then

F(g) = lim g(xß) = lim lim fa(xß) = lim lim fa(Tß) = 0.
ß ß a ß a

On the other hand, if F were w*-continuous,

F(g) = limF(/a) = l.im lim/„(*„) = lim lim fa(Tß) = 1.
a aß aß

Hence FE'm, and the proof of (ii) is complete.

(iii) In the proof of (ii), g is in the closure of {/„: a<ñ}, but g is not in the

closure of any countable subset of this set.

Example 2. As we have seen, it would be interesting to know if BXB is

w-normal whenever B is w-normal. I have not been able even to find two

Banach spaces C and c<¡ such that both C and c0 are w-normal, but C Xca

is not. However, the space Cr of complex valued functions on the unit interval

I which are continuous on the right and which have a finite limit on the left

gives rise to an example which is close to the latter situation. Let C be the

continuous functions on /, and let Co= Cr/C.

(i) The spaces C and Co are w-Lindelbf (hence w-normal), but Cr is not w-

normal (hence not w-Lindelbf).

(ii)  There is no projection of C, onto C.
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Proof of (i). C is w-Lindelöf since it is separable. Co is w-Lindelöf by

Lemma 1 of §2 because it is isomorphic to the space B of all functions on I

which vanish at infinity—where I is given the discrete topology. Let us check

this last assertion. If t is a point where * is not continuous, then call x(t)

—x(t~) a. jump oí x. It is clear that each coset x-\-C of c» is uniquely deter-

mined by the jumps of any function in x+C. For each x+C, let ^[ie-f-C] be

the function on I defined by tf>[x-\-C](t)=x(t)—x(t~). It is easy to see that

each tb[x+C](EB. Moreover, ||x+C|| = 1/2||0[*-|-C]|| as may be easily

verified. Since c¡> is complete [6, p. 25], since the collection of ^[x+C] con-

tains all functions on I which vanish off finite sets, and since this collection

is dense in B, t¡> is an isomorphism between B and Co.

To show that CT is not w-normal, define for each i£7 the function xt by

(0   for î < /,
xt(s) = <

ll      ÍOTt^S.

The collection D= {xt:t£.l\ is a closed, discrete subspace of C„ and the

cardinality of D is 2"°. If CT were w-normal, there would be 2tHt w-continuous

real-functions on CT, since every function on D could be extended continu-

ously to CT by using Urysohn's lemma. On the other hand, one can prove that

there are at most 2"° w-continuous real functions on CV.To do this, notice that

the adjoint of Co is of cardinality 2"° and the adjoint of C is of cardinality

2N°. Hence the adjoint of Cr has this cardinality because Ct¡ = CT/C. We have

seen in the proof of Lemma 9 that each w-continuous / on a Banach space B

is determined by a countable subset K* of B* in the sense that f(x) =f(y)

whenever l(x)=l(y) for all 2£i£*. Moreover, if g is the function on B/K*

which is associated with / (see the remark following Lemma 9) then g is con-

tinuous, and there are at most 2K° such g for each choice of K*. This gives us

the desired contradiction, since there are only 2Mo of the K*.

Proof of (ii). If C were a projection of Cr, then it is easy to check that C,

would be isomorphic to CXc0. Hence CT in the weak topology would be

homeomorphic to CXc0 in its weak topology. This is impossible because Cr

is not w-normal as we have just seen, while CXco is w-Lindelöf. (CXco is

isomorphic to the collection of all the functions which vanish at infinity on

the union of two copies of 7, one with the usual topology and one with the

discrete topology.)

Example 3. Let X be the space of countable ordinals under the order

topology. If Co(X) is as above, then there is a collection X of closed spheres in

Co(X) with c.i.p. and with nx. = 0.
Proof. For each a£Z, let xa(ß) = 0 if ß>tx, and let xa(ß) = 1 if ß <a. De-

fine Ka as the set of x £ C0(X) such that \\x — *a|| g 1/2. Then

0{Kai:i=l, 2, •■ ■ } 9¿ 0, since (l/2)x„ is in each Kai ii

(3^sup{a,:i'=l, 2, ■ • ■ }. However, if s£ÎÏ3C, then z(tx) = 1/2 if a>0, as
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may be easily verified. Therefore, zE'C<¡(X), since z does not vanish at in-

finity.
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